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The balance between the precision of the Hamiltonian, and realistic description of the system
is the main issue in the planning of theoretical modeling of solids, their surfaces and adsorption. 
It is common to use as many as possible atoms, and use as simple as possible Hamiltonian. 
The alternative is to use quantum chemical techniques which can provide the results with the
chemical accuracy. Unfortunately these methods are very expensive, and (in the past) were used 
only for small molecules.

Chemical interactions are local. There is a natural limit in the size of the system to be described.
Reliable results, obtained in parameter-free framework is an achievable goal.

MOLCAS computational package (www.molcas.org)
Recent improvements includes:
   1. development of new computational methods (e.g. multiconfigurational method RASPT2)
   2. better handling of two-electron integrals (Resolution of Identity, Cholesky Decomposition)
   3. new geometry optimization algorithms for large fragments
   4. new embedding techniques
   5. adjustment to modern hardware (parallelization, efficient memory use, efficient BLAS, GPU)

  CASPT2 (16 electrons on 12 orbitals) 
  study of interaction of hemoglobin with 
  oxygen molecule. Numerical gradients 
  with partially frozen fragments have 
  been used. Relativistic correlation 
  consistent basis set ANO-RCC has been
  used for Fe, and ANO-XS basis set for 
  other atoms. The calculated structure 
  and dissociation energy has been 
  computed with “chemical accuracy”

Many real materials have no known crystal structure neither for bulk, or for surface. There is a very 
limited information about crystal structure of C-S-H particles (building blocks for concrete). However, 
the knowledge about their atomic structure and the process of growth of these nano-particles is 
important for understanding of the fastening and stability of concrete.
To get an atomistic description of adsorption on C-S-H particles we used the following steps:

 1.Design of the structure,   2.Preliminary optimization  3.Refinement of the structure   5.Embedding cluster into 
    based on known mineral    (using pair-potentials):       (using semiempirical                electrostatic field 
    structure (tobermorite).     periodic, with rigid             models): periodic, optionally  6. Modeling of adsorption 
    Make controlled (but          water molecules                with reduced unit cell.              (DFT, multiconfigurational 
    random) defects to            (MD simulation)              4.Introducing the surface,           methods)
    provide desired                                                          and partial relaxation
    chemical composition.                                                (semi-empirical and DFT).

                                                                                                                           Thanks to MOLCAS and BASF
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2x4x1 tunermorite unit cell            Randomly generated defects                  Structure is refined.

Ca/Si ratio has to be corrected      Unit cell parameters and                         Surface is constructed

water positions are unknown         water positions are optimized                Periodic -> embedding


